
What makes a “good society” in an age of Coronavirus?  Zoom meeting 
with two MPs organised by Dialstone Lane Methodist Church 30 May 2020. 
 

What does it mean to be a “good society”? How do we work for that goal?  And how are we 

affected by the pandemic – what is a good society within and after the COVID-19 Crisis? 

Dialstone Lane Methodist Church has facilitated conversations about a good society, with this 

particular journey beginning in the run up to the 2015 General Election. We met around tables 

with a good supply of cake and coffee to decide what we thought made a good society. This 

led onto a series of more formal hustings events (General and Local Elections and the EU 

Referendum) and to hold meetings with one MP and to explore what a good society could be 

for people living with dementia. 

The vision we agreed was:  

• All citizens have access to enough income to enable them to live with dignity, either 

through paid work or through a properly functioning welfare safety net. 

• Reasonably priced homes where people can flourish are available for everyone who 

needs them and there is a reliable safety net for all homeless people. 

• All children and young people are enabled to live fulfilling flourishing lives, their 

contributions are valued, and they are enabled to grow and achieve their potential. 

• An economy that is in service to every person irrespective of their wealth or the market 

value of their labour; including robust action to clamp down on tax dodging. 

• UK greenhouse gas emissions are falling rapidly, and the Government has helped to 

secure a global climate deal that limits global temperature rises to 2 degrees.  

• A flourishing NHS that meets peoples’ needs. 

This meeting was the seventh – and the first using Zoom.  We are very grateful to all who took 

part – and especially our two MPs – William Wragg MP and Navendu Mishra MP.  The church 

is just in Mr Wragg’s constituency; 100m towards Stockport we move into Mr Mishra’s 

constituency whilst across Dialstone Lane we enter the constituency of Mrs Mary Robinson 

(Mrs Robinson was invited to take part in this meeting).  Although we were unable to offer 

cake and coffee, around 60 people joined in and were able to listen to the speakers and 

comment via the “Chat” facility. 

We started with a poll, asking everyone “Since lockdown, have you seen signs of a good 

society working in Stockport?”  Around 80% of those who responded said they had seen many 

signs (the majority) or a few signs – which was encouraging but we recognised that this should 

not begin to obscure the suffering and hardship endured by very many. 

We gave each MP six minutes to tell us about their lives since the December General Election 

and particularly what encouraged them and also what principal problems they saw.   

We then moved onto questions.  We had invited questions in advance so we could select a 

representative sample.  We had far more questions than we were able to put to the MPs and 

have listed some of the questions we could not use at the end of this report.  The questions 

we were able to put were: 

1. Cathy Bird: On Thursday we all performed the clap for carers for the last time. The current 

crisis has led to a renewed appreciation of those we often take for granted – key workers in 

the NHS, and more generally. Rainbows, clapping and knitted hearts are all well and good in 

the immediate situation, and have been a fantastic morale booster, but many people believe 

that the absolutely crucial nature of so much public sector work must be properly 



acknowledged within the ongoing infrastructure of the country’s economy. What do our MPs 

believe needs to be done in order to address the gross wealth disparity in our country which 

sees obscene levels of wealth held within the hands of a few, yet many ordinary hard working 

people doing vital jobs struggling to make ends meet. 

2. Deborah Hind: A good society is one where people respect the earth and have a more 

equal relationship with people. How can we seize the moment and change our imagination to 

recover from coronavirus through a global green new deal? 

3. Rachel Wise: I think all of us want to thank everyone who has been involved in keeping 

schools open for the children of keyworkers and the most vulnerable. Given the absence of 

the "extensive arrangements for testing and contract tracing" called for in the NEU's Five 

Tests, how can parents be confident that their children are safe to return on 10th June (after 

inset days) and how can teachers, teaching assistants and support staff be confident that they 

can carry out their work without putting their own families at risk? 

4. Ian Hamilton: (I retired recently to Stockport having grown up nearby. I am a former Free 

Church Health Care Chaplain in an inner London Teaching Hospital which was the Medical 

Faculty of the Imperial College of Science. It had two specially funded programmes in disease-

control and healthcare management for two global viral infection pandemics in the mid-80s, 

'90s, and 00s. My question is about our response, locally and nationally, to the rise of COVID 

19 infections and deaths in the U.K., now and in the future.) 

There was a  recent locally publicised report from the Care Quality Commission on a January 

spot-inspection of Stepping Hill Hospital which was pointedly critical, in some areas, of the 

staffing and performance of the Hospital,  which probably gave rise in anxiety for family carers, 

and Paid Staff, and loss of mental well-being for those suffering from dementia, and vascular 

disease. Thus,  I would like to ask a question given the probable future economic realities of 

the U.K., post COVID 19.  How do the members of the panel, reflect on the John Hopkins 

Centre for Disease Control recent graphs (dated May 25th), which firmly rate the U.K. as 

number 1 in the highest rates of mortality per million population members, for COVID 19 

related deaths? How can we stop being #1 in this worldwide chart ? 

How will local Stockport Church and Voluntary (non-statutory ) sector agencies, find the 

increased funding needed to respond to a very likely, increased, need for their counselling and 

service provision ? 

5. Phoebe Spence (on behalf of Stockport for Peace): COVID-19 has shown how vulnerable 

we are as a nation - and across the globe. It is crucial for our survival that we re-think the basis 

of our security. 

As well as threats such as cyber-attacks and climate change, why does our government insist 

on supporting nuclear weapons and Trident renewal - a man-made threat, unable to protect 

us? 

It is in our hands to eliminate this threat.  Money saved could instead be used to benefit 

society and the environment. 

Do you support multilateral nuclear disarmament? 81 countries have signed the UN Treaty on 

the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons, with 37 having ratified it. How would you vote if this was 

discussed in parliament? 

The MPs responded to these questions – admirably keeping to time – and the questioner also 

had the opportunity to speak again after hearing these responses.  To give the MPs freedom 

to speak off the record, the meeting was not recorded. 



As ever, a lot of the value of such a meeting is what goes on in our heads – and our emotions 

– and the Zoom “chat” facility gave us the opportunity to share some of this.  I have almost 

4000 words in the record of the chat – a lot to read. Here are some of the snapshots – with 

comments made by a wide range of people – I’ve tried to group them a little: 

• A society should be judged by how it looks after the weakest. I think Jesus said 
something like this! 
 

• And what about all the many foreign nationals working in the NHS, care and key 
workers - their rights?   

• The irony is that care workers and foreign nationals working in NHS have only been 
valued because of the virus crisis. This would not have happened otherwise....  

• Some care homes have said they'll only pay workers who have a positive COVID 
test. Surely that can't be right if someone doesn't drive so has to wait for a test in the 
post that they could lose 5/6 days of pay if their test comes back negative 

 

• People feel guilty that loved ones are at huge risk in care homes 
 

• We are not 'all in this together'.  Far worse for some people  

• People's life experiences affect how they experience this crisis. 

• We're not all in the same boat, we're in different boats on the same sea. 
 

• Cycling and walking will drop off as soon as the weather breaks 

• Keep people working at home and get more cars off the road.  

• TfGM has provided some funds to improve walking and cycling in Stockport.  Local 
groups have been invited to participate in consultations.  Let's hope this can kick start 
the provision of a safe network that will ensure that walking and cycling becomes 
more prominent in the new normal. :  

• The walking and cycling investment is in places already adaptable.  The places that 
are not fit for purpose and dangerous already are the places that need improvements  

• Notice that TfGM ae funding cycling and walking but no mention of visually, mobility 
and other impairments 

• Mayor of London has announced big changes to remove traffic from a whole swathe 
of major roads in central London.  If it’s possible there is must be possible elsewhere  

 

• I live in tower block and feel like a caged hen - so many floors        

• I can only imagine how the past weeks must have been for you  

• I have to put food spillage down a chute that belongs to 66 flats 

• We should be recycling from every household  
 

• What about government investing more in green energy?  

• The government does not have a good record in supporting green technology -  
renewable energy sources like onshore wind has been opposed.  

• We need a Lucas plan that supports green technology! 
 

• Back to school?! The cases are still rising. We shouldn't even be talking about 
sending kids back into school.  

• Privatisation of the NHS has continued throughout the pandemic with contracts to 
track and trace etc being given to firms like servo and not to local public health 
departments 

• Schools are also having to fund the additional cleaning resources required to make 

classrooms safe and, many of them have already seen significant cuts to their budgets. 



• In September 2019 Stockport Council's Health and Adult Social Care Scrutiny 

Committee received a report on £150,000 cuts in Public Health, which incredibly, 

included 'infection control' programmes. 

• We need to stop thinking we are superior. we need to be more kind and 
compassionate 

 

Just before we finished, we had another poll: “Do you think we are doing the right things to 

move towards a good society?”.  One participant asked – very appropriately – “Who is the 

‘we’?” and some of the chat was about what was happening at a local level – compared to 

what we saw elsewhere in the country. 

• I think the Good society is doing very well in Woodley with a group of local people 
who are supporting and caring for the community in a variety of ways - going back to 
the days of neighbourliness.  

 

The results of the poll were mixed.  We move forwards in hope but knowing there is much to 

do to work for a Good Society – at all levels. 

We plan to hold our next Zoom meeting with local Councillors – target date 11th 

July.  Please watch out for more details – and please pass this on as widely as 

you can.  If anyone would like to email me, I will be very happy to put them on 

the distribution list for further information 

Thank you for your participation and for your words of encouragement (and for suggestions 

on how we can improve!)  We are considering a slightly different arrangement for the next 

meeting. 

Andy Stoker 

andy.stoker@btinternet.com  

 

___________________________________________________ 

Some of the questions we could not fit in on this occasion 
 
I wanted to ask what the MPs were doing to keep homeless people off the streets not just 
through COVID-19 but permanently and also what will they do to ensure that every elderly 
has the option for resuscitation  at the minute they don't  

 

What is your party doing to stop the neglect and abuse of vulnerable people on the margin of 
society? 

 

What will your party do to stop the increase of benefit cuts food poverty poor housing 
conditions discrimination of vulnerable people on the margins of Society? 

 

In view of the disdain shown by The Prime Minister for the outrage of MPs, constituents and 
the wider public at the actions of Dominic Cummins, do you believe that this will impact badly 
on the continuing public support, which will be required, for the lockdown instructions, social 
distancing and co-operation with test and trace? 
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How can mums living under financial pressure and coercion be offered an alternative to the 
final solution of abortion? 

 

What other learning options and opportunities could be considered for young people 
particularly due to disruption caused by COVID - 19? 

 

What is your view upon the call by 60 of your Parliamentary colleagues, in a letter sent to the 
Secretary of State for Health and Social Care, on 17 April 2020, to immediately: 

1. Suspend all NHS charging for migrants 

2. Suspend all data sharing between NHS and health services and the Home Office, to 
ensure that patient data will not be used for purposes of immigration enforcement. 

3. Launch an information campaign to ensure that NHS staff and the public, (in 
particular migrant communities), are aware of these changes and that it is safe to seek care. 

Do you agree with the British Medical Association, the Royal College of Physicians, Doctors 
of the World, the World Health Organisation and the United Nations High Commission for 
Refugees that such measures are essential because of the imperative that everyone must 
be protected in order for anyone to be safe? 

Moreover, would you agree that imposition of these actions upon migrants, many of whom 
have suffered torture and witnessed traumatic events imposed upon by repressive states 
would represent continuance of a ‘hostile environment’ and should not exist in a good 
society? 

 

The current crises has shown how ordinary people pull together and support each other in a 
crises.  One example is the initiative, adaptability and inventiveness of local companies in 
terms of providing /delivering food to those in self-isolation and in manufacturing PPE. 

My major concern is that this crisis has been mismanaged centrally, with large corporations, 
like Serco, being contracted to organise, supply and deliver PPE, COVID-19 testing and the 
training and logistics of follow-up tracing.  This is the work that local government public 
health teams are trained to do.  They have the experience, local knowledge and logistical 
expertise. 

What do the MPs see as the role of local government in the planning for future health (and 
other) emergencies, and how would they help mobilise local skills and resources? 

 

When can hairdressers open?  The Government says not before 4th July - yet the risks 
would seem no greater than for dentists, able to open with the right PPE on 8th June.  Hair 
contributes to our physical and mental well-being - so do you think this is right?  And do we 
have the right people in making the decisions? 

 

Our most vulnerable are those in care homes.  They have no security and can be thrown out 
at a moment’s notice. Their carers are generally poorly paid and trained 

Local authorities have the dilemma of a service they must provide yet are underfunded for 
this. The ownership of care homes is mostly private and requires some profit 

What can you propose to address this? 

 

We older people are very concerned about the standards of care workers. They need to be 
regarded as professionals and  given better training than at present so that they are 
recognised as being deserving of much better pay.  What should a government be doing to 
raise standards and should it be prepared to pay for it? 

 



The Guardian reported on 19 April 2020, that the Manchester University NHS Trust has 
warned staff at the Department of Reproductive Medicine, at St. Marys Hospital, 
Manchester, that it is considering ending all licensed treatment and research on the site by 
April 2021. 

If the closure of this the world renowned service that serves the entire North West region, 
goes ahead, the Clinical Commissioning Groups which fund fertility treatment, will have to 
pay private clinics to carry out the services. But staff at St Mary’s have warned that the 
private sector will not be able to carry out some of the most specialised services currently 
offered by the NHS. 

This threat comes at the same time that CCGs in England are reducing the funding of IVF 
services, such that the NICE prescribed level of service is being undercut.  

Last October, Stockport CCG published proposals to reduce the IVF service for residents of 
the Borough, (which was already below NICE guidelines, at just 2 cycles of IVF for women 
aged below 40), even further, to one cycle only. 

Will you oppose the downgrading of NHS fertility services and, specifically the closure threat 
at St. Mary’s, and will you call on Stockport CCG to restore the IVF provision prescribed by 
NICE? 

 

The crisis has revealed much about the Chinese state and the UK’s dependence on it. We 
have seen first-hand how reliant the UK is on China for vital goods — particularly personal 
protective equipment — and, more importantly, that this is not a normal trading relationship.  
Will the Government now take steps to review the relationship and reliance on China and 
learn from the situation in Australia, especially given that University of Manchester has been 
instrumental in establishing a North West consortium of Confucius Institutes.  Will Mr Wragg 
be joining the Government’s new China Research Group? 

 

Has the rise of right-wing nationalist leaders, conspiracy theories nutters, and anti-
vaccination cranks across the world made fighting the Coronavirus harder, if not impossible? 

 

A disturbing inclusion in the Conservative Party Manifesto for the General Election last year 
can be described as racism. It was the desire to criminalise unauthorised Gypsy and 
Traveller encampments in the UK and therefore criminalise the way of life of a group of 
people in our society. 

By the time of the election the attack was already underway with the opening of a public 
consultation in November 2019 entitled ‘Strengthening Police powers to tackle unauthorised 
encampments’. 

The thing is that the police actually believe they already have the powers they need to deal 
with any issues. They recommend making more sites be made available. 

Against the background that Stockport MBC has failed, for over 40 years to provide an 
authorised encampment site for Gypsies and Travellers will you condemn this attack on a 
group of people who are already persecuted and who have had little support during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.  

Please explain how singling out a section of the community for persecution contributes to a 
good society. 

 

… and apologies for any I have missed.  

 

Andy Stoker 


